FESTIVE CATALOGUE 2019

Festivities at Eataly
In the spirit of the festive season, Italy
comes to life as it celebrates the holidays.
Cities and villages alike are strung with
twinkling lights, bustling with holiday
markets, and – most exciting for us – filled
with delicious food and drink.
Curated by the experts at Eataly, our
assortment of unique culinary gifts will
open the door to Italy through its highquality food and drink. Choose our
wrapped and ready gift boxes, or explore
the abundance of individual products,
from fine chocolates to premium extra
virgin olive oils and the king of holiday,
panettone!

EATALY
the only place where you can
EAT, SHOP and LEARN!

Corporate Gifting
Gift your business partners with high-quality taste of the food
and drinks of Italy, all wrapped up with a bow. Personalize your
gift by choosing from our carefully-sourced products
because it’s what’s inside that counts.
Ready to get started?
Call or email us your requirements and our team will find the
perfect solutions for you!

Create your own gift box
At Eataly, we offer a delicious variety of overflowing
gift boxes for the Holiday season.
Ranging from recipes to regions, each curated
collection is hand-packed with the highest quality food
by our artisanal Italian producers. So, whether you’re
shopping for a home cook, Italophile, or sweets lover,
our gift boxes offer a taste of Italy for every taste!

For all orders, contact:
+974 4028 5055

manuel.mandal@azadea.com

Happy gifting!

Panettone
vs

Pandoro

The story of

The story of

PanettoneDining
O

nce upon a time in Milano,
the 15th-century, the Duke of Milano, Ludovico il
Moro, threw a magnificent Holiday Eve feast for all of
his royal court. The time came for the final dessert
course, but ... the head pastry chef, distracted by a
forbidden romance with a nobleman’s beautiful wife,
left the dessert to be burned to a crisp.
All he had to work with was a few scraps of orange
peels, some raisins, and leftover dough from the
dessert that had been resting for three days.
He added the remaining sugar and butter to
the cured dough, dotted it with the citrus
and raisins, and tossed the mixture
in round pans and into the oven...
Rich yet fluffy, the sweet dome-shaped
loaf was such a success across the court
that the Duke called the pastry chef
back into the hall to praise him.
Amid applause, the pastry chef
admitted that it was the
pane di Toni (Toni’s bread)
which eventually became known
as panettone.

Pandoro
O

nce upon a time in Verona,
Pandoro, or “golden bread,” was enjoyed
by the Venetian aristocracy as early as the
18th century.
Thanks to a prosperous spice trade,
powdered sugar began replacing honey as
a sweetener in desserts.
Pandoro is made from a rich, eggy
dough, with a texture that resembles that
of French brioche.
The recipe for Pandoro was perfected
in the Venetian city of Verona. The
shape of the cake is modeled after the
mountains outside of the city.
A dusting of powdered sugar over this
dome-shaped cake creates the wintry
effect of a snow-topped moutain.

Our Panettone Selection

Our Pandoro Selection

This holiday season, unwrap something sweet! Our legendary panettoni come from the best producers of northern Italy. Each cake is
made following centuries-old traditions with the highest quality ingredients. These festively wrapped cakes make great gifts for your
friends and family, and treats for your own holiday festivities!

These days, we tend to dust pandoro with a small amount of vanilla-flavored powdered sugar instead – the “snow” on the top of the
mountains! Delicious on their own, both holiday cakes pair well with coffee and wine. And to give your slice an extra festive twist, pair it
with whipped cream, sweet spreads, fresh fruit, and dark chocolate...

For all enquiries, email ety.dfc.qa@azadea.com or call +974 4028 5055

MINI PANETTONE 100 G
9 QTR EACH
The handy version of Panettone,
spongy and soft in consistency
all in different variety.

PANETTONE GRAN
CIOCCOLATO 750 G

PANETTONE CREMA
PISTACHIO 750 G

CLASSIC PANETTONE
VINTAGE 1000 G

79 QTR

79 QTR

95 QTR

A special version of Muzzi’s
Panettone, garnished with a
delicate and creamy pistachio
filling, covered with a delicious
chocolate and pistachio glaze.

Muzzi’s original recipe of the
classic version of Panettone,
spongy and soft in consistency,
flavoured with thin-skinned
sultana raisins, candied orange,
cedar and lemon zest.

A special version of Muzzi’s
Panettone, garnished with a
delicious and creamy chocolate
filling and covered with a dark
chocolate glaze and crunchy
hazelnut chips.

MINI PANDORO CAKE 80 G
9 QTR
Pandorino Muzzi, soft and light in texture,
presents a typical and delicate scent of
vanilla and is typically served with a
sprinkle of powder sugar.

MINI PANDORO
CHOCOLATE 80 G
9 QTR
Pandorino Muzzi, soft and light in texture,
with a delicate scent of vanilla and tasty
chocolate chips for a delicious version of
the traditional holiday cake.

CLASSIC PANDORO
VINTAGE 1000 G
95 QTR
Pandoro Vintage, based on the original
recipe from Verona, is soft and airy in
texture,presenting an unmistakable and
delicate fragrance of vanilla and is typically
served with a sprinkle of powder sugar.

GIFT BOX 1

Our Gift Boxes
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Italian Feast
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369QTR

8

Bring Italy to the table with a
selection of the most iconic
savory products to prepare an
authentic Italian feast. With
bronze-extruded pasta from
Campania and extra virgin olive
oil from Liguria, this gift box
will complete your pantry with
the best regional products.
1 SCYAVURU CHOCOLATE
SPREAD 200 G
Sweet chocolate spread, best
on breads or cookies.

2 SCYAVURU COOKIES
WITH PISTACHIO CREAM
FILLING 200 G
For our “sweet tooth” customer
Scyavuru presents sweet short
crust cookies with pistachio
cream filling.

9

7

3 MONTOSCO PINK PEPPERCORNS DISPENSER 21 G
Peppercorns have a pungent
fragrance with an intense and spicy
flavor and are considered by some
one of the purest peppers in the
world.
4 MINI PANDORO CLASSIC
80 G
Pandorino Muzzi, soft and light
in texture, presents a typical and
delicate scent of vanilla and is
typically served with a sprinkle of
powder sugar.

11

5 CUTRERA ROSEMARY
EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
250 ML
A delicious Sicilian, strong
yet soft rosemary infused olive
oil. Full-bodied, with balanced
bitter and spicy taste, it has
flavour and aroma of Rosemary
6 LEONE STRAWBERRY JELLIES CUBE
190 G
Strawberries fruit jellies Gluten
free. High concentration of
fruit pulp.

7 LEONE MIXED FLAVOUR
30 G
An assortment of flavoured pastilles made
using only natural ingredients. A traditional
Italian sweet for over 150 years.
8 MARIO FONGO STRECH
BREADSTICKS WITHOUT LARD
200 G
Mario Fongo has created this version of his
breadsticks without the softness of lard, but
maintaining all the flavour, by harmoniously
blending all the other ingredients.

9 MONTOSCO ROSEMARY
14 G
High quality Rosemary dried at
low a temperature to preserve
its taste and aroma.
10 RAINBOW TIN EXTRA
VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
MURAGLIA
250 ML
This colourful outline
encloses 250 ml of extra
virgin olive oil made in
Apulia. Vintage charm and a
seventies mood for the classic
decoration of our company’s
iconic Rainbow jar.
11 CLASSIC PANETTONE
VINTAGE
1000 G
Muzzi’s original recipe of the
classic version of Panettone,
spongy and soft in consistency,
flavoured with thin-skinned
sultana raisins, candied orange, cedar and lemon zest.

GIFT BOX 2

GIFT BOX 3

Organic Italian
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Classic Italian
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299QTR

1 STRECH BREADSTICKS WITHOUT
LARD 300 G
Mario Fongo has created
this version of his
breadsticks without the
softness of lard, but
maintaining all the flavour,
by harmoniously blending
all the other ingredients.

199QTR

9

At Eataly, we work with smallscale produ cers who follow our
philosophy of “good, clean,
and fair” practices. Many follow
ancient traditions to create
their products, without using
pesticides or herbicides, making
them naturally – and now
certified – organic.

5

6

2 MURAGLIA INTENSE
FRUITY 250 ML

Tangerine fruit jellies Gluten free.
High concentration of fruit pulp.

8 MONTOSCO
OREGANO LEAVES
4 MONTOSCO
WHOLE CHILI 15 G

Intense Fruity is our extra virgin
olive oil exclusively made from
Coratina variety olives grown in
Apulia.

Local Italian peppers are used
for low-temperature roasting
and sterilization to lock their
natural spicy flavor.

3 ALMOND CREAM 200 G

5 LEONE SUGAR FREE
PROPOLIS CANDY 35 G

Almond Cream by Scyavuru is a gem
for the true gourmand: made with
selected almonds, the texture and
flavour are unmistakeable.

7 LEONE GIFT BOX
TANGERINE JELLIES
CUBE 300 G

8

Gums with the taste of it
without sugar, sweetened with
maltitol.

6 MINI PANETTONE
CLASSIC
100 G
The classic version of
Panettone in a handy
format, spongy and soft
in consistency, flavoured
with thin-skinned sultana
raisins, candied orange,
cedar and lemon zest.

9

8G
Dried at low temperature to
preserve its taste and aroma.
No preservatives, or dyes.

9 CLASSIC

PANDORO
VINTAGE 1000 G

Pandoro Vintage, based on
the original recipe from
Verona, is soft and airy in
texture,

When dining Italian-style during
the holidays, the joy of gathering
around the table with family and
friends is matched only by the
joy brought by a favorite pasta
and sauce pairing! With this gift
box, the lucky recipient will have
everything they need to become
an Italian host!

1 AFELTRA 100% ITALIAN
SPAGHETTO 500 G

5

7 MINI PEAR AND
CHOCOLATE
PANETTONE 100 G

6
7

This mini panettone is
enriched with bits of
candied pear and dark
chocolate chips, perfect for
a gourmand break!

8 MINI CHOCO
CHIP PANDORO
3 PASTIFICIO MORELLI SAFFRON
LINGUINE PASTA 500 G

5 AFELTRA 100% PENNE PASTA
INTEGRALE 580 G

The secret being an ingredient that is not found
in most common types of pasta, which is wheat
germ, the heart of the grain itself and which
contains vitamins, as well as vegetable protein.

The integral striped pens of Afeltra
with their unmistakable lines and their
particular roughness are perfect to
retain at best any sauce.

2 RIOLFI CRUSHEDTOMATO AND BASIL 680 G

4 CALLIPO NATURAL TUNA
(SET OF 3) 60G

Crushed and combined with
fresh basil for the perfect base for
cooking up an incredible sauce at
home!

It is made with the sole addition of water
and salt to maintain the taste of tuna and the
natural scent of the sea.

6 COSI COME RED DATTERINI
TOMATO SAUCE WITH HOT
PEPPER 290 G

The Afeltra spaghetti are produced
using carefully selected 100%
Italian wheat that is processed
according to the most ancient
tradition of Gragnano.

Prepared traditionally without the
addition of preservatives, this is the
sauce ready to use for your pasta.

80 G
Tasty chocolate chips for
a delicious version of the
traditional Holiday cake.

9 MARIO FONGO
WHOLE WHEAT
GRISSINI 200 G
Stretched breadsticks with
wholewheat flour will
amaze with their strong
crispness and the intense
flavour.

EATALY GCC LOCATIONS

UAE
The Dubai Mall, Lower Ground Floor
Dubai Festival City, First Floor - Festival Square

+971 4330 8899
+971 4224 1083

SAUDI ARABIA
Riyadh, Almas Plaza - Tahlia Street

+966 11 2931502

KUWAIT
+965 2220 1960

QATAR

Kids Cooking Class
PEPPERONI PIZZA
07 DECEMBER, 11:00AM - 12:30PM

CANNOLI E CIOCCOLATO
14 DECEMBER, 11:00AM - 12:30PM

OLIVE & TOMATO FOCACCIA
21 DECEMBER, 11:00AM - 12:30PM

TAGLIATELLE ROSSI
28 DECEMBER, 11:00AM - 12:30PM

Kids Holiday Party
Celebrate the festive season with Eataly!
Gingerbread baking - a special class for parent and child
Inclusive of delicious food and drink for each guest

23rd DECEMBER, 05:00PM - 07:00PM
For reservations, call us on +974 4028 5055

Doha Festival City, First Floor - Opposite Cinema
Mall of Qatar, Ground Floor - Entertainment Arena

+974 4028 5055
+974 4021 4700
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